
Collaboration Security and Governance
IT’s Risk Exposure Blind Spot

Collaboration security and governance is not one size fits all. 

Most enterprises have more nuanced requirements when it 

comes to balancing the needs of their users with ensuring 

a secure environment. Native Microsoft 365 admin tools 

require rigid restrictions and divide collaboration security and 

governance functionality across multiple consoles, limiting 

governance to blanket policies. However, real-world scenarios 

require flexibility and varying levels of enforcement, leaving 

IT teams responsible for carrying out custom monitoring and 

enforcement policies. Overloaded IT teams must juggle all 

these competing priorities or face collaboration catastrophe.

Unisys provides Collaboration Security and Governance 

through PowerSuite™, a product of its subsidiary Unify Square. 

Read on to learn more.

Collaboration Management and Security Suite

Meet PowerSuite™: Your One Tool to Discover, Manage and 

Optimize Collaboration Governance

PowerSuite is the first cross-platform software suite that 

empowers IT teams to create strong yet flexible security 

policies to support their collaboration platforms without 

impeding employee productivity. With actionable insights to 

ensure operational excellence and increased productivity, 

PowerSuite delivers a single-pane-of-glass view for enterprise 

meetings, calls, documents, and more.

Discover: Security Analytics

The first step to securing your collaboration environment 

is to understand existing issues. Pinpoint blind spots and 

identify common usage patterns across your environment 

using Security Analytics.



Manage: Advanced Governance

Large organizations require nuanced security policies 

to manage different use cases. Define flexible right-fit 

policies and create exceptions as needed using Advanced 

Governance.

Optimize: Flexible Enforcement

The key to optimal collaboration governance is actionable 

workflows, customized to an organization’s needs. Set 

up automatic workflows for custom policy execution using 

Flexible Enforcement. Options range from high-priority 

automatic enforcement to lower-priority end-user 

notifications.

Governance and Compliance Software

PowerSuite’s single-pane-of-glass approach to governance 

combines the functionality of multiple admin consoles 

into one intuitive security experience. Instead of 

over-permissioning IT personnel with a slew of admin roles 

and licenses, PowerSuite’s Data Access Control allows 

admins to define access to user data by geography, 

organization, role, and more.

          Discover: Security Analytics

When it comes to Collaboration Security and Governance, 

many IT teams don’t know where to start. Security 

Analytics provides the information you need in order to 

start creating policies.

PowerSuite includes insights into:

• Guest Access

• Team Analytics

• User Reporting

• Risk Assessment

• Anonymized Risk Score Benchmarking

          Optimize: Flexible Enforcement

Picking the right enforcement model is critical for successful 

collaboration governance. High-priority policies require 

immediate action, while others just require tracking over 

time. PowerSuite’s flexible enforcement options include:

• Automatic email notifications to end users

• Automatic admin approval

• Forwarding issues to the service desk 

• “Set-and-forget” enforcement

          Manage: Advanced Governance

Go beyond out-of-the-box with AI-powered policy management. 

Define customized enterprise-grade policies that adapt to 

your environment. Key PowerSuite features include:

• Adaptive Scopes: Dynamically apply policies to the right 

group of teams every time 

• Compliance: Evaluate collaboration security and 

governance success using key metrics

• Guest Policies: Ensure guests are limited in their access

• Impact Analysis: See the effects of a new policy before 

implementing it

• Smart Policy Management: Leverage AI-powered policy 

recommendations 

• Team Policies: Tailor sensitive data access to the 

appropriate teams
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Discover, Manage, and Optimize 
Collaboration Security

Managed Services for Governance

Rest easy with 24x7x365 security oversight and 

administration for your collaboration implementations. 

Unisys Managed Services cover chat, channels, and 

file-sharing to ensure secure and productive collaboration. 

Our Collaboration Security focus encompasses three core 

areas:

• Operations: Active policy creation, assignment,  

reporting/insights and enforcement.

• Policy Review and Change Management: Monitoring 

of current policies, as well as business changes and 

Microsoft Teams updates.

• White Glove Team Lifecycle Management: Hands-on 

security, sprawl protection, and oversight.

Teams Security and Governance Design Workshop

Creating and launching a comprehensive Microsoft 365 and 

Teams governance model is a complex process. Our Teams 

Security and Governance design workshop will help you 

create and architect your governance and security policies 

for Teams.

The result is a technical guide for integrating Teams into 

your existing security model, while providing a framework 

for all stakeholders to review, approve, and integrate new 

collaboration features as they are released.

Collaboration Security and Governance RightTrack™

The introduction of collaboration to your communications 

stack brings many new considerations for IT and InfoSec 

teams. Collaboration Security RightTrack™ focuses on 

balancing collaboration and security for organizations using 

PowerSuite 
Software
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Consulting 
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Microsoft Teams, Microsoft 365, and Zoom. Our consultants 

will provide you with a topline model and audit of your current 

collaboration governance structure, policies, and group 

lifecycle settings (including Azure Directory and Microsoft 

365 settings). We will then work with you to set up a basic 

collaboration security model, specifically built and customized 

to your organization.

About Unisys

Unisys offerings include digital workplace solutions, cloud 

and infrastructure solutions, enterprise computing solutions, 

business process solutions and cybersecurity solutions. 

For more information on how Unisys delivers for its clients 

across the commercial, financial services and government 

markets, visit www.unisys.com.
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